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COMPARISON OF THERMAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS OF M E  LUNAR SURFACE, 
by Paul G. Lucey, Planetary Geosciences Division, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, University of 
Hawaii at Manoa, 2525 Correa Rd. Honolulu HI 96822 

~troductioq: The potential of thermd emission spectroscopy for compositional remote sensing has 
led t~ the placement of a thermal emission spectrometer on the Lunar Observer strawman payload. 
The selection of a thermal emission spectrometer for LO will in part be contingent upon the 
demonstrated usefulness of this wavelength region for compositional remote sensing. Several 
groundbased spectral measurements of the Moon have been conducted in the last 20 years, most of 
which reported successful detection of major spectral differences among lunar locations. 
However, the conclusions reached by Goetz based on his interpretation of his 1968 experiment 
have led to the generally held view that thermal emission spectroscopy of the Moon is not a useful 
technique for cempositional remote sensing. The other, newer, meawements have been ignored or 
overlooked in favor of the early results of Goetz. The analysis presented in this abstract 
contradicts this view sf the ineffectiveness of thermal infrared spectroscopy. Direct comparison 
of the four highest quality spectroscopic experiments in the region of themal emission from 7 to 
14pm which collected spectra of spatially resolved locations on the lunar surface shows that this 
region exhibits major spectral differences among lunar locations. These differences are observed 
in data collected from each experiment conducted by different observers, using different 
instruments at different observatories. I will also show that the data of Goetz also shows these 
differences, though those data suffer from technical limitations which made those differences 
difficult to discern without the benefrt of hindsight 

Fx~eriment descn~tlons 
. . 

; In chronological order Goetz (1) obtained ratio spectra of several lunar 
locations covering the wavelength region 8 2  to 13p~n. Goetz suggested that his ratio data showed 
only minor differences OR the lunar surface with the exception of ratios including the crater Plato 
and, to a lesser extent, Mare Humorum. 

Murcray et al. (2) obtained spectra using a balloon-borne spectrometer. Their data, covering 
' 

7 to 14pm, were relative to a blackbody standard and showed the presence of an emission feature 
near 8pm which was interpreted to be the Christiansen frequency (CF) observed in laboratory 
spectra of silicates including lunar samples and lunar analog materials. The peak wavelength of the . 

emission feature varied substantially with location and Salisbury (3) interpreted this variation to 
be due to differences in the mineralogy of the locations observed. Salisbury showed there was 
close agreement between the remotely obtained spectra and the emission spectra of lunar samples 
measured in the laboratory. 

Potter and Morgan (4) obtained high resolution spectra from 8 to 13pm and presented ratios 
of the crater Tycho and the Descartes highlands relative to the Apollo II landing site. Their high 
precision spectra show ratio features from 1-5% in strength which they attributed to differences 
in restrahlen band structure from site to site and to differences in Christiansen emission 
wavelength. 

Lucey (5) obtained spectra of the mare fill in Grimaldi basin and a highlands area south of 
Grimaldi from 7 to 1 lpm. Relative to a standard star, these spectra exhibit emission maxima 
consistent with the features observed by Murcray et al. However, the spectra show very minor 
differences in peak wavelength unlike the differences between mare and highland measured by 
Murcray et $. The ratio of the spectra do show structure which cannot be explained solely by 
temperafure differences between the two areas. 

In summary, four investigators obtained spectra of more than one location allowing interarea 
comparisons. Of the four, only Goetz maintained that, with the exception of 2 of 23 locations, 
spectral differences between locations were absent within the precision of his measurements. 

To directly compare the data sets to judge their consistency, the 
Murcray et al. data were digitized, and recast into the formats of the other data sets. 

Comparing Murcray et al. and Goetz data, the former cover a broader wavelength region 
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(7-14 vs 8.2-13~m) and it will be shown that most of the differences between the conclusions .of 
Goetz and Murcray et al. are due to the different wavelength regions covered. The digitized 
Murcray et al. data were ratioed and further reduced according to the methods of Goetz The 
spectral ratios are relatively flat from 8.5 to 14pm. Shortward of 8.5pm the spectra rise or fall 
sharply, especially in ratios including mare and highland, consistent with the observed differences 
in CF wavelength. 

Limiting the analysis of 'the ratioed Murcray et al. data to the wavelength range observed by 
Goetz, the reason for his conclusion of only minor differences becomes clear. As Goetz did not 
measure shortward of 8.2pm. most of the spectral differences observed by Murcray et al. could 
not have been detected by Goetz. Furthermore, the data of Goetz are considerably noisier than 
those of Murcray et al. This noise obscures most of the rather subtle differences which do exist 
from 8.2 to 8.5pm which are the beginnings of the differences due to CF features strongly apparent 
at shorter wavelengths. Careful reinspection of the Goetz ratios of mare to highland and vice versa 
generally shows the same up- or downturn as seen in the Murcray et al. ratios but much less 
discernible due to the noise. From this I conclude that the data of Goetz contains the same 
information on spectral differences as that of Murcray, but that the former are hampered by 
insufficient spectral range and low signal to noise ratios. 

In comparing the Murcray et al. data to those of Potter and Morgan, the former are much less 
precise. However, examination of all ratios of the six locations measured by Murcray et al. 
reveals the presence of similar, but not identical, weak spectral features well.displayed in the 
high-precision Potter and Morgan ratio spectra Both data sets also exhibit the u p  or downturn at 
wavelengths less than 8.5pm due to CF differences. I then conclude that the Murcray et al. data 
confirm the detection of spectral differences due to restrahlen bands first reported by Potter and 
Morgan. The Goetz data are too noisy to detect the ratio features caused by restrahlen band 
variations. 

The data of Lucey exhibit a spectral feature qualitatively similar to that of Murcray et al. 
However, the spectra of mare and highland locations do not show nearly as great a difference as 
that observed by Murcray et al. The ratio of the mare and highland spectra do show a similar, but 
weaker, uptum as observed in those of Murcray, Goetz, and Potter and Morgan related to CF peak 
differences. The Lucey data are on the same order of precision as the Potter and Morgan data but 
unequivocal restrahlen bands are not detected. While these data seem to indicate smaller 
differences than the other data sets, they are also not taken under- the same measurement 
conditions. Technical considerations limited the Lucey observations to within 150 arcseconds of 
the lunar limb. This geometry leads to an extreme emission angle (8S0 from the normal). Logan et 
al. (6) reported some loss of contrast when the emission angle was varied to 50°. It is likely that 
this loss of contrast continues when the emission angles become more extreme. Laboratory 
experiments are required to confirm this hypothesis. 

Conclusioa: The intercomparison of the four data sets considered here, including those of Goetz, 
shows that there is good consistency among the data sets and major spectral differences due both 
to the Christiansen frequency and restrahlen bands can be detected in remote measurements of the 
Moon in the thermal infrared wavelength region. Thus, contrary to the commonly held view, the 
thermal infrared region contains measurable and useful compositional information. 
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